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Abstract. The title supports the primary objective of this pa-

per. Specifically, for each m = 3, a noninvertible, oriented, ordered

link of ¡i components tamely imbedded in 5s is exhibited with the

property that each proper sublink is invertible. The case p = 2 has

been covered in a previous paper.

In 1963, H. F. Trotter gave a solution to a difficult problem of

classical knot theory by exhibiting a collection of noninvertible knots

[8]. More recently examples of noninvertible links were given [9],

each link consisting of two components each of which is invertible.

An oriented, ordered link L of ¡x components in the oriented 3-sphere

S is invertible if there is an orientation-preserving autohomeomor-

phism of 5 taking each component of L onto itself with reversal of orien-

tation. In this paper we solve a "Brunnian type" problem on inverti-

bility of links by presenting for each /x^3 a noninvertible link of ß

components with the feature that each proper sublink is invertible.

Such a link is shown in Figure 1.

I wish to thank W. R. Alford and K. Murasugi for conversations.

I would like also to thank the referee for a helpful comment concern-

ing notation.

Remark. The link L of Figure 1 is assumed to have ju^3 compo-

nents. Note that each component is of trivial knot type in S, and that

each proper sublink of L is invertible. We now proceed to prove that

L itself, however, is noninvertible.

Let F denote a closed solid torus tamely imbedded in S — K^. The

core of F is to be of knot type 5i. If V is a tubular neighborhood of

the component K¡. of the link L' of Figure 2 and if the closure of V

does not otherwise meet V, then we make the further requirement of

F that there be a homeomorphism of the closure of the complement

of V in S onto V which takes K¿ onto Ka (a = l, • • ■ , ju — 1). A

section of V is indicated by the heavy black lines in the lower right-

hand portion of Figure 1.

Now let X denote the core of V and set A = K^WK. Orient X as shown

in Figure 3. We have
_
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Figure 1
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nÇS - (#„ W Int V)) « niS - A)

= | ßußt, 2i) ■ • • , Zi'.ßyZißi 27 ,/32zeZ6 /Si z¡Ze ,

-i -i -i -i        -i -i

\1) Z\Z\Zi  Zi   , Z2Z5Z3 Zi   ,ZsZ\Zi  0i ,

_1 _1  _1    _1 _1   _1 _1    -1«-11

Z4Z2PI   Z6   PlZ2   , Z6Z3Z6   Z3   ,Z6P2Z7   02   , ZlßlZl   ßl    I  .

The group TiiV—L*), where L*=K\{U • • ■ \JK„_i, is isomorphic

to the group of the link in Figure 2, so that

7rx(F — L*) ~ I ß, X12, *22, • • • , *id-i, *2e-i, yi, y2:yi*i2y2 «12,

-i -1        -1 -1 -1 -1

y-lXliyi   £12, *12*13*22*13, «22*23*22*13,   -   '   '  ,

(¿) *l(i-2*l(i-l*2)i-2*l(i-l, *2(i— 2*2/i— l*2(i-2«l)i— 1,

-1 -1       -1      -1 -1 -1       -1 -1

Sim-10   yi ßx^iß   y$, x-^-iß   y-ßx^xß  yx ß,

ßiyi yz)ß (yi y2)   | •

For the link K(\J ■ ■ ■ W2f¿_lt which is a proper sublink of that in

Figure 2, we have

xi(5 — Ki KJ • • • U ä;^_i) = | yi, y2, «12, «22, • ■ ■ , «ín-i,

-1 -1 -1 -1        -1 -1

#2)1-i:yi*i2y2 «12, y2«22y2 «12, «i2«i3«22«i3,

-1 -1      -1 -1 -1 -1

(3) «22*23*22*13 , «13*14*23*14, *23*24*23 *14 ,   -   -   *   ,

-1       -1 -1       -1

*ty— 2*1^—1*2/1— 2*1(1— I, *2(i—2*2(1—1*2(1—2*1)1—1,

-1   -1 -1       -1 1

«íx-iyi *2,.-iyi, *2(.-iy2*2d-iyi | •

In order to prove that tti(S—L) is the free product of a certain pair

of groups with amalgamated subgroup (see the theorem below), we

need the intuitively obvious fact contained in the following

Lemma. The element yx~lyi of the group wxiS — K{ U • • • UZ^J of

(3) is not the identity.

Proof. For convenience let irxiS — Kx^J ■ ■ ■ Wi£^_i) be denoted

by D,,. Then

D3 — I Fi, F2, ^12, ^22" FiXi2 F2 ^12, F2A22F2 X12,

X12F1 X22 Fi, X22F2X22 Fi   I

= I rltxu:xuy^XuF71- yTx12yTxu\.
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Since it is assumed that /ij=3 always, there is a rather natural

homomorphism of iri(S — K{ KJ ■ • ■ U^_j) onto D3 given by

yi, #13, Xl6,  •   ■   •  , #1,,_2 —*  Fi

3'2; #23) #26)   '   '   "   ) #2(i—2 —*   Y l

#12) #14) #16)   "   '   '   ) #1(1-1 —* -^12

#22> #24) #26)   -   '   "   ) #2(1-1 —► -^22)

provided fi is odd. Thus, if n is odd and yi1yz = 1 in

vt(S-K{ U • • • VK'^),

then D3~D3/(Yí1Y2). «Ff1^) is the consequence in D, of Fj^F».)

But the Alexander polynomial of D3 is X— Y and that of D3/{YïlYi)

is 1; (this latter group is free abelian of rank two).

Now if ¿it is even then, similar to above, we have a homomorphism

of Dp onto Z>4, or Dt, or Ds according as ju — 1 is of the form 3+6w,

or 5+6re, or 7+6re, respectively, where « is a nonnegative integer.

To conclude the proof of the lemma, we need only show that

DkjtDk/iYi^Yi), (k=i, 6, 8). But straightforward and easy calcula-

tions reveal that the Alexander ideal (see p. 209 of [2]) of Dk/(Yï1Ys)

for each of k =4, 6, 8 is not principal. This concludes the proof of the

lemma.

Theorem. The group iri(S-L) of the link L=K~iVJ ■ ■ ■ VJK„ of Fig-

ure 1 is isomorphic to the free product of the groups tti(S— (if^UInt V))

and 7Ti(F—L*) amalgamated with respect to iri(dV), where L* denotes

the proper sublink K\U ■ ■ ■ ̂ JK^-i of L.

Proof. Choose a point # on d V as common basepoint for the four

groups. Taking x also as the basepoint of the group tti(5 — Int V),

it follows from [ó] and [l] that the inclusion homomorphism

iri(dV)~^TTi(S — Int F) is a monomorphism, since Fis knotted in 5;

hence, a fortiori, the inclusion homomorphism 7Ti(ô V)—nri(S— (K^KJlnt V))

is a monomorphism.

From (2) and the definition of F it is clear that an element of 7Ti(d F)

can be written in the form ßr(y\^y%)s, where r and s are integers.

Killing ß in (2) maps iri(V—L*) homomorphically onto the group

Ti(S*-KÍU • • • UK'^), (see Figure 2), and sends Piy^yt)'
onto (y-iyi)'. If ßr(yT1y2)s = i in iri(V—L*), then (yr1y2)s = l in

iri(S—K( U • ■ • yJK'^i). Since, by the lemma, yï'yî^i in this latter

group, it follows from Corollary (31.9), p. 23, of [ó] that 5 = 0. Hence,

ß'iy^Vi)' = 1 in 7Ti( V-L*) implies that ßr = 1. Sinceßt¿ 1 in jri( V-L*)

and since wi(V—L*) is the group of a link in S, it follows, again from
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[ó], that r = 0. Thus, the inclusion dV—>V—L* induces a monomor-

phism TTl{dV)-+KxiV-L*).

The theorem follows by an application of van Kampen's theorem

[5].
From the theorem it follows immediately that the inclusion map

S—iKliyJlntV)—>S — L induces a monomorphic imbedding of

7Ti(5— iK^yJlnt V)) in in(S — L). As common basepoint for these two

groups choose a point * on dV.

We consider the covering space 2 of S—iKx^J ■ ■ ■ yJK„_x)

branched over K^ whose associated unbranched covering space of

S — L arises from the conjugacy class of subgroups of wxiS—L) to

which 7Ti(5-(^WInt V)) belongs (see [3] or §8 of [4]). If S denotes

the set of points in 2 lying over K„, then (1) gives a presentation for

7Ti(2— a). From the geometric interpretation of the generators of this

presentation (see Figures 1 and 3), it is clear that a presentation for

tti(S) is obtained from (1) simply by killing p\ and pV Consequently,

(4) i"i(2) «  | zx, z4'.ZxZíZxZíZx = ZíZxZaZxZí\ .

Now the element w=z1zt,z^1 in 7Ti(.S— iKliVJlntV))rZirxiS — L) is

clearly a longitude of the component +K„ of L (see Figures 1 and 3).

Thus, any orientation-preserving autohomeomorphism \p of 5 invert-

ing ¿induces an automorphism of 7Ti(5 — L) taking wonto a conjugate

of its inverse. In fact we can so choose a path from the basepoint x

to its image xpix) that the automorphism induced by \p takes w onto

w~l. This means then that the automorphism of tti(2), induced by

the autohomeomorphism of S (determined up to a covering transla-

tion) which in turn is induced by xp, can be assumed to carry the

element

V  =  Zi(ZiZ4)Zi   (Z1Z4)

of 7Ti(S) onto its inverse, v is the element of tti(S) represented by a

path in 2— S representing w in 7Ti(S— S). The groups 7Ti(S—S) and

7Ti(2) are assumed to have the same basepoint in S—S, this common

basepoint lying over x in d V.

Under the assumption then that L is invertible, it follows that

(5) There is an automorphism <p of 7Ti(S) with the property that

4>{v) =v~1.

We shall prove that (5) is not true.

Referring to (4), it is seen that

xi(2) ~   I c, œ'.a2 = u>s\ ,
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where Zi=a>~2<r, z4=(7_1co3. By the work of Schreier [7] each auto-

morphism of this group can be written in the form

a —» yo-'y~1, a> —» Yco'y-1 (e =  + 1),

for some y in tti(2). Writing v in terms of a and w we obtain

v = (co-2o-)3o--1w3<r-1Ci>,

and it follows from (5) and what has been said that

(6)   There is an element y in tti(S) such that either

(a) 7[(or"2(r)3cr-1co3o— 'co]y_1 =co-W_3cr(tr~1w2)3, or

(b) y [(coV-1)3^-3^-1^-1 =w_1tTO)-'3<r(tr~1a)2)3.

It was shown, however, in [9] that (6b) cannot hold. A similar argu-

ment shows that (6a) also cannot hold, and we conclude that the

link L of Figure 1 is noninvertible.
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